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The Baroque District guest apartments
are located near:

100 m Museums, galleries, exclusive boutiques, antique shops, 
   and international cuisine
400 m The hustle and bustle, bars, and traditional pubs
   of Neustadt (New Town)
400 m The Elbe meadows and Canaletto’s view
800 m Dresden‘s Old Town with the Church of our Lady, Zwinger, 
   the Green Vault and Brühl Terrace
800 m Dock of the historic paddle steamer

2 km  Heathlands of the “Dresdner Heide” – rambling and cycling 
   on the outskirts of town
3 km  Zoo, Park Railway, and the German Hygiene Museum
4 km  Großer Garten Park – Dresden’s oasis
7 km  Technological treasures: the Blue Wonder bridge and 
   Dresden‘s mountain railways
11 km  Radebeul/Kötzschenbroda – vineyard terraces and taverns 
   selling seasonal wines

15 km  Pillnitz Castle – the magnificent summer residence 
   of the rulers of Saxony
15 km  Moritzburg Hunting Castle, prestigious design with
   a spacious landscape park
20 km  Großsedlitz baroque garden, a superb masterpiece of
   late baroque gardening
27 km  Porcelain town of Meißen – majestic cathedral and
   winegrowing tradition
40 km  Königstein Fortress with a unique view of the Elbe
   Sandstone Mountains (Saxon Switzerland)
40 km   Rambling in Saxon Switzerland
60 km  Late Gothic art and the Silbermann Organ
   in the Freiberg Cathedral La
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Moritzburg Pillnitz Castle Saxon Switzerland

Guest Apartments
 in Dresden‘s
 Baroque District

Live in the heart of town
© A. Bley 2009
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DRESDEN – “Florence on the Elbe”

Dresden is one of the hottest cultural metropolises in the world! Visitors 
praise its centuries of history carved in stone, world-class art collections, 
southern charm, renowned stage productions, and last but not least its 
world-famous Christmas stollen, as well as its attractive location in the 
unique Eble valley.
 The diverse scenery of the bizarre mountain range of Saxon Switzer-
land, the Erzgebirge and one of the northernmost wine-growing regions 
in Europe near the old town of Meißen surround the city like a magnifi-
cent setting for a precious pearl. The wide course of the river Elbe runs 
through the city, inviting you to take a trip on an ancient paddle steamer. 
Dresden is worth a visit in any season. Stay at one of our guest apart-
ments in the heart of Dresden! Experience the classical beauty as well as 
the new, young and vibrant face of this unique city!

BAROQUE DISTRICT – “Neue Königsstadt“
of August the Strong
Just across the Augustusbrücke bridge from the Old
Town the individuality, diversity and typical Dresden
charm of this district make it a particularly
attractive destination.
 Wander through the well-preserved and
carefully restored architectural landscape of
alleyways and courtyards full of arts and
crafts. This neighbourhood has something
for everybody to enjoy.

dresden-central – Guest Apartments
in Dresden‘s Baroque District

Our apartments in Dresden’s Baroque District provide our guests with ta-
stefully decorated and fully equipped accommodation in a superb location 
which allows even the most demanding guest to have a unique and varied 
experience.

» Central L I V I N G

Live in the heart of Dresden – attend an organ recital in the Church of Our 
Lady or have an unforgettable evening at the Semper Opera House, take a 
walk along the banks of the river Elbe or stop in at one of the New Town’s 
trendy pubs – wherever you want to go, your destination is just minutes 
away.
 Our apartments are in a peaceful and historical area of Dresden. Short 
distances, comfortable bicycles and ideal access to public transport make 
it easy for you to be on the move and independent.

» Individual D I S C O V E R Y

Renting an apartment in the Baroque district – only a bridge away from 
the Old Town and any number of tourist attractions, puts you at the heart 
of the city. Busy shops and galleries await you by day, while the city’s 
tranquil alleyways and gorgeous courtyards invite you to sample some of 
the best restaurants in town by night.

» Active R E L A X A T I O N

Our guest apartments are an ideal starting point for walks through the 
city centre on either side of the river Elbe. Rambles and bicycle tours 
along the Elbe Meadows start right from your front door. For destinations 

outside Dresden, it’s just a short walk to the train or bus station.

What should our guests expect
from their holiday and our services?
 Size and features of the guest apartments
» 1- and 2-room apartments with 40 - 60 m2 for 1-4 persons
» fully equipped kitchen for self catering
» high quality sofa bed for 1 or 2 people in living room
» Queen size bed for 1 or 2 people in bedroom
» Bathroom with shower or bath tub, toilet and washing machine
» WiFi internet access
» Information on what’s on and tips on what to do
» Some apartments with balcony, terrace, lift, internet access
» free of charge and fee required parking near the holiday apartments

A detailed description of the features and location of our guest apartments 
and current prices can be found online at www.dresden-central.de

 Inclusive
» 2 bicycles
» Free locally produced present
» towels and bed linen XL (1,55 x 2,20 m) for each person
» Children‘s travel cot plus bedding (1,00 x 1,35 m), highchair
» final cleaning & associated costs (electricity, water etc.)

 Extras
» additional bicycles for children and adults on request, child seat 
 for bicycle
» Themed city tours with an individual guide
» Organization of outdoors activities and experiences e.g. hiking,
 canoeing, cycle tours, rafting, balloon flights, riding a ConferenceBike 
 or Segway, sightjogging and breathtaking scenic flights

Baroque pavillon in the Zwinger Brühl‘s Terrace and Church of our Lady Semper Opera House


